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1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the problem of exactly identifying a representation of an unknown set (i.e. "concept") from a representation class using various types of queries. This problem is one of central issues in computational learning theory and there has been extensive research into the problem. Recently, polynomial time learning algorithms have been found for several representation classes. For example, Angluin showed a learning algorithm that identifies deterministic finite automata ( DFA ) using membership and equivalence queries[2]. Furthermore, she showed a learning algorithm that identifies desjunctive normal form formulas with at most $k$-terms ($k$-term DNF formula) using membership and equivalence queries[1]. See also [5, 7, 10]. On the other hand, some negative results have been showed. For example, Angluin showed that there is no polynomial time algorithm that exactly identifies DFA using only equivalence queries [4]. Valiant introduced stochastic setting learning model, so called PAC ( Probably Approximately Correct ) learning model[8]. In this setting, Pitt and Valiant showed for all $k \geq 2$, $k$-term DNF formulas cannot be probably approximately identified in polynomial time from random sampling using only equivalence queries unless $RP = NP$ [6]. As a corollary of this result, in [3] Angluin showed that there is no polynomial time algorithm that exactly identifies $k$-term DNF formulas unless $RP = NP$.
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1RP is the class of sets recognizable in random polynomial time. RP is a subclass of NP, but it is unknown whether the containment is strict. Many researchers suspect that RP and NP are unequal.
In this paper, we consider the power of equivalence queries in learning unknown concepts from what is called "minimally adequate teacher (MAT for short)". MAT is a model of a teacher introduced by Angluin [2], which can answer membership queries and equivalence queries. An equivalence query proposes a representation r, and MAT answers yes if the set c specified by r is equivalent to the unknown set u, while selects a string t in u ⊕ c otherwise. (For any set A and B, A ⊕ B denotes (A ∪ B) − (A ∩ B).) In the latter case, the string t is called a counterexample. Equivalence queries have the following two roles: (1) indicating whether learning algorithms have succeeded and (2) giving counterexamples. Several researchers have dealt with restricted equivalence queries, which is equivalence queries playing the former role only. But no results concerning the equivalence queries playing the latter role only have shown in the literature as far as the author knows. In this paper, we will show that there exists a representation class that can be identified by using MAT without requiring the role (1) of equivalence queries. We introduce concept of "learning from successful counterexample queries (SCEX)", and characterize a subcollection of representation classes with this property. We show that there is no polynomial time algorithm to identify nonredundant monotone DNF formulas with k-term (ktMDNF) using only equivalence queries unless NP = RP. We also show that there is a polynomial time algorithm to identify ktMDNF from MAT without the role (1) of equivalence queries.

In order to give some insights into the identifiable representation classes from MAT without role (1) of equivalence queries, we introduce the notion of "detectable" representation classes. Suppose R is a representation language for some concepts. We consider the problem, given a representation r ∈ R and membership queries consistent with c which is a concept represented by a string in R, to decide whether c is equivalent to the concept described by r using the membership queries. If this problem is solvable, we call the class R is detectable. We show that ktMDNF is detectable in polynomial time. On the other hand, we show that if dfa is detectable then there exists a deterministic algorithm to identify dfa using only membership queries.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Representation Classes

Here we specify "concepts", objectives for learners, by using a "representation class" introduced by Warmuth [9].

A representation class is a four-tuple (R, Γ1, Φ, Γ2), where

- Γ1 and Γ2 : finite sets, called an alphabet for representations and an alphabet for concepts respectively,
- R : a subset of Γ1*, called a representation language, and
- Φ : a mapping from R to concepts over Γ2*.

For each representation r ∈ R, the set Φ(r) is the concept represented by r. Since we use a fixed alphabet Σ (= {0, 1}) throughout this paper, we omit specifying alphabets and write, e.g., (R, Φ).
2.2 Learnability

Let $R = (R, \Phi)$ be a representation class. For the exact learning problem there is an unknown concept $c \in \Phi(R)$, and information may be gathered about $c$ by asking some types of queries. In this paper, we consider following two types of queries:

1. **Membership query.** The input is a string $x$ and the output is yes if $x \in c$ and no if $x \notin c$.

2. **Equivalence query.** The input is a representation $r \in R$ and output is yes if $\Phi(r) = c$ and a no otherwise. In addition of the answer no, a counterexample is supplied, that is, a string $t \in \Phi(r) \oplus c$. The choice of counterexamples is assumed to be arbitrary.

We shall also consider restricted version of equivalence queries, for which the responses are just yes and no, with no counterexample provided.

Let $Q$ be a set of some types of queries. For example, $Q$ is membership and equivalence queries. A deterministic algorithm $A$ exactly learns $C$ using $Q$ if and only if for every $c \in \Phi(R)$, when $A$ is given $0^{|r|}$ as input and run with an oracle for $Q$ for $c$, $A$ eventually halts and outputs some $r \in R$ such that $\Phi(r) = c$. Such an algorithm runs in polynomial time if and only if there is a polynomial $p(l, m)$ such that for every $c \in \Phi(R)$, if $l$ is the length of input then when $A$ is run with an oracle for $Q$ for $c$ at any point in the run the time used by $A$ is bounded by $p(l, m)$, where $m$ is the maximum length of answer from the oracle for $Q$ so far in the run, or $m = 0$ if no equivalence queries have been used.

$R$ is (polynomial time) learnable using $Q$ if and only if there exists a deterministic (polynomial time) algorithm to learn using $Q$.

3 Learning from membership and successful counterexample queries

In this section, we will introduce a concept of “successful counterexample queries (SCEX)”. 
3.1 Successful counterexample queries SCEX

Equivalence queries have two roles: equivalence queries (1) indicate whether learning algorithms have succeeded and (2) give an counterexample. Equivalence queries can play the former role only (restricted equivalence queries), but they cannot play the latter role only. Let \( C = (R, \Phi) \) be a representation class. Consider an algorithm tries to identify an unknown concept \( c \in \Phi(R) \). Suppose equivalence queries try to answer to give counterexamples only and no information about whether the algorithm has succeeded or not. If a equivalence query is taken a representation \( r \) such that \( \Phi(r) = c \), then the query has no counterexample returned to the algorithm and indicates that the algorithm has identified since \( \Phi(r) \oplus c = \emptyset \)

Here we introduce a concept of “learning from membership queries and successful counterexample queries (SCEX)” for characterizing a subcollection of representation classes such that is learnable using MAT but don’t require the role(1) of equivalence queries.

We consider SCEX for \( C \). When SCEX takes a representation \( r \in R \), SCEX outputs a counterexample if there exists a counterexample and a special string fail otherwise.

**Definition.** Let \( C = (R, \Phi) \) be a representation. A deterministic algorithm \( A \) learns \( C \) using membership queries and SCEX if and only if for every \( c \in \Phi(R) \), when \( A \) is given \( 0^{|r|} \) as input and run with an oracle for membership queries and SCEX for \( c \), \( A \) eventually halts and outputs some \( r \in R \) such that \( \Phi(r) = c \) and \( A \) is not given “fail” by the oracle in the run time. Such an algorithm runs in polynomial time if and only if there is a polynomial \( p(l, m) \) such that for every \( c \in \Phi(R) \), if \( l \) is the length of input then when \( A \) is run with an oracle for membership queries and SCEX for \( \Phi(r) \) at any point in the run the time used by \( A \) is bounded by \( p(l, m) \), where \( m \) is the maximum length of answer from the oracle for membership queries and SCEX so far in the run, or \( m = 0 \) if no equivalence queries have been used.

\( R \) is (polynomial time) learnable using membership queries and SCEX if and only if there exists a deterministic (polynomial time) algorithm to learn using membership queries and SCEX.

Suppose a learning algorithm tries to identify an unknown concept \( c \in \Phi(R) \). By this definition, the learning algorithms use counterexamples but when the algorithms constructs a hypothesis \( r \) such that \( \Phi(r) = c \) they must halt before asking an SCEX query.

3.2 Nonredundant \( k \)-term MDNF is learnable from SCEX

Let \( kt\text{DNF} = (R_{k-DNF}, \Phi_{BF}) \), \( MDNF = (R_{MDNF}, \Phi_{BF}) \), and \( kt\text{MDNF} = (R_{ktMDNF}, \Phi_{BF}) \). In this subsection, we consider the problem to learn \( kt\text{MDNF} \) using membership and SCEX queries.

Pitt and Valiant showed for all \( k \geq 2 \), \( kt\text{DNF} \) cannot be probably approximately identified in polynomial time from random sampling unless \( \text{NP} = \text{RP}[6] \). We can certify Pitt and Valiant’s result holds for \( kt\text{MDNF} \). By relationships between types queries and Valiant’s stochastic setting the followin proposition is proved. (See [3])

**Proposition 3.1** Let \( k \geq 2 \). \( kt\text{MDNF} \) is not polynomial time learnable using only equivalence queries unless \( \text{NP} = \text{RP} \).
On the other hand, $ktMDNF$ is polynomial time learnable using MAT since Angluin showed there exists a polynomial time algorithm to learn MDNF using MAT[1].

The main result to be proved in this section is the following.

**Theorem 3.2** Let $k \geq 1$. $ktMDNF$ is polynomial time learnable using membership queries and SCEX.

**Proof.** This theorem is proved by showing a polynomial time algorithm to learn $ktMDNF$. The algorithm is a modification of Angluin's algorithm to learn MDNF using membership and equivalence queries in polynomial time.

A prime implicant of a Boolean formula $\psi$ is a satisfiable product $t$ of literals such $t$ implies $\psi$, but no proper subterm of $t$ implies $\psi$.

The algorithm keeps a current hypothesis $\psi'$, initially the empty formula. The hypothesis $\psi'$ always consists of a sum of prime implicants of $\psi$, and therefore implies $\psi$.

The algorithm takes an assignment $a$ that satifies $\psi$ but not $\psi'$ as a counterexample by asking SCEX. Initially there is a counterexample since the algorithm keeps the empty formulas and $k \geq 1$. From $a$ the algorithm searches for a new prime implicant of $\psi$. Let $t$ be the product of all those variables $x_i$ such that $a(x_i)$ is true. Clearly $a(t)$ is true. The following procedure is used to reduce $t$ to prime implicant.

For each $t'$ obtained by deleting one literal from $t$, determine whether $t'$ implies $\psi$ as follows. Let $a'$ be the assignment that assigns true those variables in $t'$ and false to the others. By making a membership query with $a'$, the algorithm decides whether $t'$ implies $\psi$ or not. ($a'(\psi)$ is true if and only if $t'$ implies $\psi$.)

If $t'$ implies $\psi$, then $t$ is replaced by $t'$ and the reduction process is continued. Eventually the algorithm arrives at a term $t$ such that $t$ implies $\psi$, but no term obtained from $t$ by deleting one literal implies $\psi$.

$a(t)$ is true and so $t$ is not already in $\psi'$. The algorithm replace the hypothesis $\psi'$ by $\psi' + t$. The algorithm iterates from getting a counterexample $k$-th times. After $k$-th times iterations, the algorithm has a hypothesis $\psi'$ such that $\Phi_{BF}(\psi') = \Phi_{BF}(\psi)$.

At each iteration the number of terms of $\psi'$ increments just one. Therefore there exists a counterexample until the algorithm iterates $k$-th times, so the algorithm cannot get "fail".

Each prime implicant added to the formula requires one SCEX and at most $n$ membership queries, so the running time of the algorithm is clearly bounded by polynomial $n$. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. \hfill \square

Let $n$-DFA denote $(R_{n-dfa}, \Phi_{TM})$, where $R_{n-dfa} = \{r : R \in R_{dfa} and the minimum dfa accepting \Phi(d) has n states\}$. Since $R_{n-dfa} \in R_{dfa}$, $n$-DFA is learnable using MAT. The following proposition is also shown.

**Proposition 3.3** $n$-DFA is polynomial time learnable from membership queries and SCEX.

## 4 Detectability

### 4.1 Detectability

Let $C = (R, \Phi)$ be a representation class. For any representation $r \in R$, and any concept $c \in \Phi(R)$, we say that $c$ is correct with respect to $r$ if and only if $c$ is equivalent to $\Phi(r)$. 
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In this section we consider the problem, given a representation $r \in R$ and an access to membership query for $c \in \Phi(R)$, to decide whether $c$ is correct with respect to $r$. We will introduce the concept of the detector. Consider a detector that is designed for a representation class $C = (R, \Phi)$. The goal of the detector $D$ is that if $D$ is given $r \in R$ and an access to membership query for $c \in \Phi(R)$ then $D$ decides whether the concept $c$ is correct with respect to $r$ using membership queries for $c$.

Definition. Let $C = (R, \Phi)$ be a representation class. A deterministic algorithm $D$ detects $C$ if and only if for every $r \in R$ and every $c \in \Phi(R)$, when, given $r$ as input, $D$ is run with an oracle for membership queries for $c$, eventually $D$ halts and outputs special string “correct”, if $c$ is correct with respect to $r$ and “incorrect” otherwise. A deterministic algorithm $D$ polynomial time detects $C$ if and only if there exist a polynomial $p$ such that for every $r \in R$ and every $c \in \Phi(r)$, given $r$ as input $D$ is run with an oracle for membership query for $c$ at any point in the run the time used by $D$ is bounded by $p(|r|)$ and detects $C$.

For any representation class $C$, we say $C$ is detectable (polynomial time detectable) if there exists a deterministic algorithm $D$ that detects (polynomial time detects) $C$.

4.2 Detectable representation classes

In this subsection we show some nontrivial polynomially detectable representation classes.

Theorem 4.1 $n$-DFA is polynomial time detectable.

In this section we follow standard definitions and notations in computational complexity theory.

By a string we mean an element of $\Sigma^*$, and by a language we mean a subset of $\Sigma^*$. A symbol $\perp \not\in \Sigma$ is used to denote “undefined”. The length of a string $x$ is denoted by $|x|$; a function $\lambda x.|x|$ is denoted by $|.|$.

For $x, y \in \Sigma^*$, $x \cdot y$ denotes the concatenation of $x$ and $y$. For $X, Y \subseteq \Sigma^*$, $X \cdot Y$ denotes \{ $x \cdot y | x \in X, y \in Y$ \}.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 is done by showing an algorithm that polynomially detects $n$-DFA $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{-DFA}}$. $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{-DFA}}$ is shown in figure 1.

Let $r$ be a representation in $R_{n\text{-DFA}}$ and $c$ be a concept in $\Phi_{TM}(R_{n\text{-DFA}})$. Suppose $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{DNF}}$ takes $r$ as input and tries to decide whether $r$ is correct with respect to $c$ using an oracle for membership queries of $c$. $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{DNF}}$ simulates Angluin's learning algorithm for $\Phi_{TM}(r)$. $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{DFA}}$ checks whether the examples used by the learning algorithm are consistent with $c$. $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{DFA}}$ halts and outputs 'incorrect' if an answer from membership query for $\Phi_{TM}(r)$ and an answer from membership query for $\Phi_{TM}(r')$ are different. If $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{DFA}}$ doesn't output 'incorrect' and gets a representation $r'$ such that $\Phi_{TM}(r) = \Phi_{TM}(r')$ by simulating Angluin's algorithm, $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{DFA}}$ halts and output 'correct'.

The $\text{DETECT}_{n\text{DNF}}$ use the following three subprocedures:

1. MEM_BB : the input is an instance $a$, and the output is yes if $a \in c$ and no otherwise.
$S := \{\lambda\}; E := \{\lambda\};$

For each $t \in S \cup A$

$ans_1 := \text{MEM\_MAT}(t); ans_2 := \text{MEM\_BB}(t);$

If $ans_1 \neq ans_2$ then halt and output 'incorrect'

end

construct the initial observation table $(S, E, T)$;

Repeat

% Main Loop%

While $(S, E, T)$ is not closed or not consistent do

If $(S, E, T)$ is not closed then do

find $s_1 \in S$ and $a \in \Sigma$ such that
$f[s_1 \cdot a] \neq f[s]$ for all $s \in S$;
add $s_1 \cdot a$ to $S$;
For each $t \in (S \cup S \cdot \Sigma - (S - s_1 \cdot a) \cup (S - s_1 \cdot a) \cdot \Sigma) \cdot E$

$ans_1 := \text{MEM\_MAT}(t); ans_2 := \text{MEM\_BB}(t);$

If $ans_1 \neq ans_2$ then halt and output 'incorrect'

end
extend $T$ to $(S \cup S \cdot \Sigma) \cdot E$
end

If $(S, E, T)$ is not consistent then do

find $s_1, s_2 \in S, a \in \Sigma$ and $e \in E$ such that
$f[s_1] = f[s_2]$ and $T(s_1 \cdot a \cdot e) \neq T(s_2 \cdot a \cdot e)$;
add $a \cdot e$ to $E$;
For each $t \in (S \cup S \cdot \Sigma) \cdot a \cdot e$

$ans_1 := \text{MEM\_MAT}(t); ans_2 := \text{MEM\_BB}(t);$

If $ans_1 \neq ans_2$ then halt and output 'incorrect'

end
extend $T$ to $(S \cup S \cdot \Sigma) \cdot E$
end

end

Make the conjecture $M_G := M(S, E, T)$;

If the number of the states of $M_G$ is less than $n$ then do

$c := \text{CE\_MAT}(M_G); P := \{c \text{ and all its prefixes}\}$;
add all elements of $P$ to $S$;
For each $t \in (S \cup S \cdot \Sigma - (S - P) \cup (S - P) \cdot \Sigma) \cdot E$

$ans_1 := \text{MEM\_MAT}(t); ans_2 := \text{MEM\_BB}(t);$

If $ans_1 \neq ans_2$ then halt and output 'incorrect'

end
extend $T$ to $(S \cup S \cdot \Sigma) \cdot E$
end

Until the number of states of $M_G$ is $n$;

halt and output 'correct'

Figure 1: The Algorithm for Detecting $n$-DFA, DETECT\_nDFA
2. **MEM.MAT**: the input is an instance \( a \), and the output is yes if \( a \in \Phi_{TM}(d) \) and no otherwise.

3. **CE.MAT**: the input is a representation \( r' \in R_{n \cdot \text{dfa}} \), and the output \( \perp \) if \( \Phi_{TM}(r) \oplus \Phi_{TM}(r') = \emptyset \) and a counterexample \( t \in \Phi_{TM}(r) \oplus \Phi_{TM}(r') \) otherwise.

MEM.BB is realized by using the oracle for membership queries of \( c \). MEM.MAT takes \( a \) as inputs and simulates a \( \text{dfa} \) represented by \( r \). Given \( r' \) as input, CE.MAT constructs a \( \text{dfa} \) exactly accepting \( \Phi_{TM}(r) \oplus \Phi_{TM}(r') \) and checks whether the accepting set of the \( \text{dfa} \) is empty or not. If the \( \text{dfa} \) accepts any string, CE.MAT outputs a counterexample in \( \Phi_{TM}(r) \oplus \Phi_{TM}(r') \). These three procedures run in polynomial time.

Angluin introduced the concept the CCOT and proved the Lemma 4.2[2]. An observation table is a triple \((S, E, T)\) consists of 1-3 as follows:

1. \( S \) is a nonempty finite prefix-closed set,
2. \( E \) is a nonempty finite suffix-closed set,
3. \( T \) is a finite function mapping \((S \cup S \cdot \Sigma) \cdot E\) to \( \{0, 1\}\).

(A set is prefix-closed if and only if every prefix of every member of the set is also a member of the set. Suffix-closed is defined analogously.)

An observation table can be visualised as 2-dimensional matrix with rows labelled by elements of \( S \cup S \cdot \Sigma \), columns labelled by elements of \( E \), and entry for row \( s \) and column \( e \) equal to \( T(s \cdot e) \). For \( s \in S \cup S \cdot \Sigma \), let \( f[s] \) denote a function such that

\[
f[s] : E \rightarrow \{0, 1\}, \quad f[s](e) = T(s \cdot e)\]

An observation table is closed if for each \( t \in S \cdot \Sigma \) there exist an \( s \in S \) such that \( f[t] = f[s] \). An observation table is consistent if whenever \( s_1, s_2 \in S \) are elements of \( S \) such that \( f[s_1] = f[s_2] \), for all \( a \in \Sigma \), \( f[s_1 \cdot a] = f[s_2 \cdot a] \).

Let \((S, E, T)\) is a closed consistent observation table (CCOT for short). The corresponding \( \text{dfa} \) \( M(S, E, T) \) over \( \Sigma \) constructed from \((S, E, T)\) is defined with the state set \( Q \), the set of final states \( F \), and the state transition function \( \delta \) as follows:

\[
Q = \{f[s] | s \in S\}, \quad g_0 = f[\lambda],
F = \{f[s] | s \in S \text{ and } T(s) = 1\},
\delta(f[s], a) = f[s \cdot a].
\]

**Lemma 4.2** Let \((S, E, T)\) be a CCOT. The \( \text{dfa} \) \( M(S, E, T) \) defined above satisfied the following three conditions.

1. \( M \) is well-defined.
2. \( M \) is consistent with the finite function \( T \). That is, for every \( x \in (S \cup S \cdot \Sigma) \cdot E \), \( \delta(g_0, x) \in F \) if and only if \( T(x) = 1 \).
3. Suppose that \( M \) has \( n \) states. If \( M \) is any \( \text{dfa} \) consistent with \( T \) that has \( n \) or fewer states, then \( M' \) is isomorphic to \( M \).
The following lemma is proved by modifying a Lemma in [2].

**Lemma 4.3** In running of DETECT\_nDFA, the number of states of the dfa $M(S, E, T)$ increases monotonic.

**Lemma 4.4** For all $r \in R_{dfa}$ and all $c \in \Phi_{TM}(R_{n-dfa})$, DETECT\_nDFA halts in time polynomial in $n$ and answers whether $c$ is correct with respect to $r$.

**Proof of Lemma 4.4.** Consider DETECT\_nDFA takes $r \in R_{n-dfa}$ and an access for membership queries of $c \in \Phi_{TM}(R_{n-dfa})$ and tries $c$ is correct with respect $r$. Suppose DETECT\_nDFA has an oservation table $(S, E, T)$. Let $M(S, E, T)$ be the corresponing dfa to $(S, E, T)$. Note $r$ is always consistent with $T$.

1) In the case $c$ is correct with respect to $r$: Since $c = \Phi_{TM}(r), ans_1 \neq ans_2$ never happens. Therefore A can't output 'incorrect'.

2) In the case $c$ is correct with respect to $r$: $\Phi_{TM}(r) \oplus c$ is witness. When A constructs an observation table, for each $a \in (S \cup S \cdot A) \cdot E$, membership queries for $\Phi_{TM}(r)$ and $c$ are done. If a witness $a$ contained in the observation table, $ans_1 \neq ans_2$. Then A halts and outputs 'incorrect'. Assume any witness $a$ is not contained in the observation table and then $M(S, E, T)$ with $n$ states is constructed. By $|\Phi_{TM}(r)\oplus c| = n$ and Proposition 4.2, $\Phi_{TM}(r)\oplus c$ and $M(S, E, T)$ are isomorphic. This contradicts to the assumption. Therefore A must find witness $a$ and halt and output "incorrect".

Angluin's learning algorithm for DFA, $L^+[2]$ halts in time polynomial in $n$. DETECT\_DFA halts also in time polynomial in $n$. \hfill $\square$

**Proposition 4.5** $k$MDNF is polynomial time detectable.

Proof of proposition 4.5 is omitted.

### 4.3 DFA is not detectable

Here we consider the problem to detect DFA. Angluin showed there exist a deterministic algorithm to learn DFA in polynomial time using MAT [2]. But we show follow theorem.

**Theorem 4.6** DFA is not detectable unless there exists a deterministic algorithm to learn DFA using membership queries.

**Proof.** Assume DFA is detectable. Let $d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_i, \ldots$ be a natural enumeration of all elements of $R_{dfa}$. Suppose we try to identify an unknown concept $c \in \Phi_{TM}(R_{dfa})$. Let $i$ be a natural number such that $c = \Phi_{TM}(d_i)$. Since DFA is detectable by assumption, there exists a deterministic algorithm $D$ to detect DFA. For every $d_j \in R_{difs}$, given an access to membership queries for $c$, $D$ can answer whether $\Phi(d_i) = c$. If $D$ is given $d_j$ in enumeration order $D$ answers $c = \Phi_{TM}(d_i)$ when $i = j$. We can identify the unknown concept $\Phi(d_k)$ in finite time. This is inconsistent to that there exist no deterministic algorithms to learn DFA using membership queries. \hfill $\square$
5 Concluding remarks

We characterize a subcollection of the representation classes that can be identified by using MAT without requiring the role (1) of equivalence queries. It is open whether there exists a characterization all representation classes that can be identified by using MAT without requiring the role (1). It is unknown whether the collection of polynomial time detectable representation classes is equal to the collection of representation classes that is polynomial time learnable using membership queries and SCEX.
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